FORMAND PAGINATION OF THESIS/PROJECT

1. Preliminary pages  (Numbered in lower case Roman numerals)  
   a. Title page*  blank  
   b. Copyright page* blank  
   c. Reader’s approval page* blank  
   d. Dedication (if applicable) iv  
   e. Table of Contents  v  
   f. List of Illustrations (if any) vi  
   g. List of Tables (if any) vii  
   h. Preface (if any) viii  
   i. Acknowledgments (if any, may be included at end of preface) ix  

*sample page elsewhere in this Sample Documents and Forms section

The page numbers will vary depending on what is included.

2. Text  
   a. Introduction  1st page blank (page 1)  
   b. Main Body  
      2  
      3  
      4  

3. References  
   a. Appendices  
      \(\downarrow\)  
   b. Bibliography  last page no.  
      (page 75, or whatever it is)